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Introduction
Effective models with symmetries of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) are used to describe the thermodynamics of the hot/dense
strongly interacting matter in the nonperturbative regime. Such matter is expected
to be present inside astrophysical objects like
neutron stars and can be recreated in relativistic heavy-ion colliders. The Chiral Mean Field
(CMF) model [1, 2], which we discuss here,
does not require any phase matching and thus
allows for a continuous transition from confined to deconfined degrees of freedom while at
the same time giving a proper description of
nuclear matter and neutron star matter phenomenology.

where the subscripts q, q̄, h, h̄, sc, vec and
Pol denote contributions from quarks, antiquarks, hadrons, anti-hadrons, scalar mesons,
vector mesons and effective gluon potential respectively.

Results
In this work, the CMF model is employed
to study the change of hadronic properties
and the EOS dependence on repulsive interactions. We have considered the excluded volume of non-strange barons to be 1 f m3 , that
of mesons as 1/8 f m3 . We have taken four
different values of radius of strange baryons
(vBS =1,1/2,1/4,1/8 f m3 ) and have compared
their results.

Model description

Ω = Ωq + Ωq̄ + Ωh + Ωh̄
− (Usc + Uvec + UPol ) ,
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It incorporates major concepts of QCD
phenomenology: chiral interactions in the
baryon octet [3], the full PDG hadron list,
excluded volume repulsive interactions among
all hadrons, baryon parity doubling [4], and
quarks coupled to an effective Polyakov loop
potential (similar to the Polyakov Nambu
Jona-Lasinio model). The Grand Canonical
Partition function can be written as
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FIG. 1: Energy per baryon ε/nB as a function
of the chiral condensate σ/σ0 for T = 0, isospin
symmetric nuclear matter.

The properties of nuclear ground state
such as energy per baryon (ε/nB ) is not affected by the value of the excluded volume
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of hyperons. The properties of static neutron
stars and the properties of the QCD phase
transition in cold Neutron Star matter seem
to be dominated by the non-strange baryon
degrees of freedom.
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parameter. The presence of a excluded volume dependent second minimum in (ε/nB ) at
small chiral condensate indicates that the chiral phase transition is sensitive to the excluded
volume parameter and the presence of a phase
transition with a metastable state. From Fig.
(2) one can see that the phase transition gets
slightly stronger with the decrease of excluded
volume of hyperons, also the chemical potential at which the phase transition occurs, increases. As shown in Fig. (3), the strangenessbaryon susceptibility (χ11
BS ) along the chemical freeze-out line shows significant dependence on the EV parameter of hyperons.
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FIG. 4: The CMF mass-radius diagrams for four
different excluded volume parameters of strange
baryons.
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FIG. 2: Net baryon density nB as a function of
baryon chemical potential µB for T = 0 isospin
symmetric nuclear matter for strange baryon excluded volume vBS = 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 fm3 .
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FIG. 3: Collision energy dependence of baryonstrangeness second-order susceptibility χ11
BS along
the chemical freeze-out curve for zero netstrangeness isospin-symmetric matter.

Fig. (4) shows the mass-radius diagram of
neutron stars for different excluded volumes
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